Regional Blood Volume But Not Regional Blood Flow
To the Editor: Tr acers remaining in the vascular bed have for many years been used to study the cerebral circulation. In particular, intravenously in jected radioactive tracers, allowing external moni toring of the transit over the head, have been widely used. More recently, the same approach has been applied to the conventional X-ray contrast medium combined with a sequence of computed tomog raphy (CT) scans. For each pixel, a transient en hancement is observed, Intuitively, one might, perhaps, think that such rapid transit data would give information about local blood flow. This is not correct. As will be shown, the only valid parameter that one can derive is the local blood volume, more precisely the local plasma volume.
The kinetic analysis is based on the assumption that one has obtained a complete curve of the pas sage of the indicator bolus through the volume of brain tissue recorded from. This means that one assumes that recirculation has been eliminated by the conventional monoexponential downslope ex trapolation procedure.
For every resolution element chosen, the tran sient signal enhancement, be it of radioactivity or of X-ray attenuation, is a measure of the residue function, ACJt), of tracer in the local plasma volume. If one were able to introduce all tracer as an infinitely short bolus, an impulse, at the arterial inflow to the brain, then the impulse residue func tion would be recorded, that is,
where B is the fraction of the impulse-like bolus contained in 1 ml of arterial plasma, i.e., B = rn) CO, with rn o being the bolus and CO the cardiac output of plasma; fi is the plasma flow in mIlmin to the volume considered; and II -H(t)] is the unit impulse residue function (Lassen and Perl, 1979) .
In this same idealized situation of an impUlse in jection reaching the brain as a perfect spike, the area under the local curve, Ai = fo AC/t)dt, is, after scaling by the curve's initial (maximal) height, Hi' a measure of the local mean vascular transit time for plasma, ti, p ' that is,
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as the well-known mean transit time theorem shows that 1 is the ratio of the local plasma volume to This result can be obtained directly using the stimulus-response theorem (Lassen and Perl, 1979) , stating that the result of a bolus injection experi ment after integration from zero to infinity equals the result of a steady-state (constant infusion) ex periment. Thus, had we instead infused the tracer so that a constant plasma level was obtained, then the recorded steady-state signal would clearly have been proportional to the local plasma volume. As this is so, the stimulus-response theorem shows that the total area under a bolus gives the same param eter.
There is no reliable way to obtain regional plasma flow, because one cannot estimate the initial height of the idealized bolus, Hi = B x Ji, p ' accurately. It is true that a deconvolution procedure could theo retically be carried out if the arterial input curve were known. But in practice this approach cannot yield Hi unless the shape of the local unit impUlse residue function [1 -H(t)] is known; and this shape cannot be assumed a priori with any degree of ac curacy, Attempts at estimating Hi from the integral of the upslope area are theoretically not correct; this integral has not even the correct dimension.
It should be noted that under certain conditions, the local plasma volume can be expected to vary in the same direction as plasma flow. There is, for example, good reason to believe that such covar iation exists in the normal brain during activation
